Substations fact sheet

EDF, France
Retrofit project at nuclear power plant

Replacement of transformers

- Supply of 28 new single-phase shell-type transformers each rated at 570 MVA
- Performance of comprehensive works in third-party substations
- Moving of GIS and transformers
- Civil works
- Adherence to tight time schedule during planned plant outages
- Fast response by providing service solutions and valuable reaction time commitment

Customer benefits

- Successful replacement of transformers ensuring on-time plant restart
- Simultaneous handling of concurrent retrofit works on several sites
- Proficient turnkey project handling
- Lower risks through single-source responsibility of experienced service provider and equipment manufacturer
- Assurance of high quality, health and safety as well as environmental standards
- Enhanced reliability and availability of high-quality equipment
- Reduced maintenance cost through state-of-the-art technology
Our offering
– Engineering and consultancy
– Service agreements
– Preventive, scheduled and corrective maintenance
– Extensions, upgrade and retrofit solutions for AIS, GIS and hybrid substations
– Asset management
– Remote support and trouble shooting, 24 / 7 support line
– Repairs
– Assessment and diagnostic services
– Supply of emergency and mobile substations
– Installation and commissioning
– Training
– Spare parts
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